Abstract-The work describes a flexible framework built to generate various (parallel) software versions and to benchmark them. The framework is written with the use of the Python language with some support of the gnuplot plotting program. An example of the use of this tool shows the tuning of a matrix factorization on different architectures (Intel Haswell and Intel Knights Corner) with various parameters of parallelization, vectorization, blocking etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE OPTIMAL use of the contemporary hardware and software is not an easy and straightforward job. The efficiency and the accuracy of the applications depends on a lot of parameters as: places and manners of parallelization and vectorization, loops' order, block sizes, scheduling, affinity etc. The number of possible (and potentially beneficial) combinations is huge and the choice of the best set of parameters is not always obvious. So, generating different versions, testing and benchmarking them, and then tuning is very time consuming and boring, repetitive task. Thus, it is suitable for automation.
Moreover, the code tuned for one hardware often needs a very different treatment on another machine. The parameters chosen and set for one machine as the most profitable can give a very poor performance of the same code after the change of the memory, the accelerators, or, especially, the central processing unit. Now, the hardware market is full of various parallel machines, processors, and coprocessors. We have multicore architectures (like Intel Haswell -with not too many cores), as well as manycore ones (like Intel Knights Corner and other MIC models) and also very-manycore chips (like various GPU coprocessors). Some of them have hierarchical shared memory -with various sizes and numbers of levels -and vector units -of different sizes. All of them demand a different treatment to acquire the best results in terms of performance and efficiency. On top of that, they can be combined into hybrid machines -which have to be treated differently than their components.
Our framework addresses these problems. It enables developers to rapidly generate and automatically test a lot of versions of the algorithms after a little preparation. It can easily be employed on different architectures and be utilized to find the optimal set of parameters on them.
There is also a number of tools to create parallel versions of an algorithm for various hardware -like OpenMP, MPI, OpenACC, OpenCL and others. Our framework can be used with all of them; although we tested it with the use of OpenMP for now.
The philosophy behind our framework is parametrizing and testing (and tuning) programming units -like functions or classes. The developer provides the template of the unitwith some formal parameters -and some sets of actual parameters with which the function (or class) is to be tested. The software generates all the permitted (by actual parameters) versions of the function (class) and tests them (measuring their computation speed and/or numerical accuracy).
Since our software works on the text of the source code, it is very flexible. We can, for example, enable and disable various directives and pragmas (like OpenMP pragmas or similar), change the sizes of the blocks and also the order of loops. Shortly, any textual parametrization of the investigated function/class can be utilized.
The framework itself is a Python 3 application. However, the source code in any language with separate and named units (like functions in C or functions and classes in C++) can be investigated with it. For now, there are configuration files created to study efficiency and accuracy of the units written in C and C++ and compiled with Intel C++ Compiler (icc) and GNU Compiler Collection (gcc), although it can be easily extended to other languages.
An advantage of such an approach is an automatic generation, compilation, and testing of a large number of versions of the same function/class (or functions/classes) which differ in an organized manner. The output of the software is a set of plots of the desired characteristics, which can be easily compared by the developer. However, we prepare a further facilitation -automatic ordering and selection of the generated versions on the ground of their efficiency and accuracy.
The remainder of this work is following. Section II gives some background of other similar projects. Section III describes the working of our framework. Section IV shows a working example of the testing and tuning with our software. Finally, Section V concludes the work and gives some plans for the future of the project.
II. RELATED WORK
There is a long tradition of software automatic optimization in scientific computing and other computer applications. Thus, there are also a lot of software performing tasks similar to our framework. One of the approaches to the optimization of the algorithms (or their building blocks) is auto-tuning. It is based on performing many efficiency tests on different versions of building blocks (like BLAS subroutines) and choosing the best for a given architecture. Some examples of the narrow libraries using this approach are ATLAS [10] and FFTW [3] . There are also languages and libraries which employ the approach of auto-tuning to general source codes and use the parameter space (similar to our framework). Their examples are Active Harmony [9] , Atune-IL [7] , Chapel [2] .
On the other hand, we have profilers and similar tools which investigate the code and gather information about the utilization of the architecture and weak points of the implementations. Their examples are PAPI [1] , Tau [8] , Vampir [5] , Scalasca [4] , Intel VTune Amplifier [13] , Intel Advisor [12] .
Finally, there is ELAPS (Experimental Linear Algebra Performance Studies), an interactive multi-platform open source framework [6] . It is designed to build experiments testing dense linear algebra algorithms, functions, libraries. However, that software tests ready subroutines and their combinations and it is very convenient for standard linear algebra building blocks, but it is not very usable for other applications. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the framework. The dashed arrows represent the steps not requiring the user's intervention (that is, intermediate steps) and the dashed borders represent files not demanding user's direct concern (or even user's view). However, all the work can be repeated from an arbitrary step -for example, after some changes in the configuration.
III. THE FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
The flexibility of the framework is provided in two manners -in the preparation of input files and in choosing configuration options.
A. Input files
The first step the user is to make is to prepare input files. The files are source codes of tested units (functions and/or classes) with some of their text parametrized -one file per unit. Both the formal parameters and actual parameters are included in the file. The formal parameters are represented in the code as the Python format strings, that is, %(name)s where name is an arbitrary name of the parameter. The actual sets of parameter values are given as special comments in the beginning of the file. In C or C++ these must be single-line comments starting with //, directly after which there is a character indicating the kind of configuration command.
B. Configuration
There are some configuration options with which we can set other features of the tests. We have, among others:
• the language and the compiler used in tests (C/C++ on icc/gcc for now);
• the compiler options;
• the precision of the computations (like float, double etc); Fig. 1 . The framework operation scheme (dashed lines shows the elements processed without the user's awareness)
• the investigated measure (or measures -accuracy, run time and performance for now);
• the number of repetitions of each test (the final value of the performance or accuracy is computed as a mean value from these repetitions);
• the set of the number of threads;
• the set of the problem sizes;
• various parameters of the target plots (groups of plots, ranges etc.).
IV. A FRAMEWORK APPLICATION EXAMPLE
We show more details on the operation of the framework on an example of parallelizing a numerical problem, namely the WZ factorization [11] . Two sequential versions of this algorithm (in pseudocode) are shown in Figures 2 (the basic  version) and 3 (the fission version) . In both versions, the matrix 494 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. PRAGUE, 2017 a is an input-output data and the matrix w is an output data (the factors of the given matrix a of the size n are stored in matrices a and w after the end of the algorithm). We would like to use our software to parallelize the WZ factorization with the use of the OpenMP standard and to test it on two platforms, namely Intel Haswell (denoted CPU) and Intel Knights Corner (denoted MIC). To achieve that we use our framework, writing our algorithms in C, with some parameters which can help us try various variants and test them on both platforms (CPU and MIC).
The basic versions implemented with the use of our framework is presented in Figure 4 , and the fission version -in Figure 5 . Here, the matrices are represented in 1D vectors, stored column-wise or row-wise and accessed through the macros INDc and INDr, respectively.
We can see that both are quite straightforward implementations of pseudocodes from previous Figures -apart from first lines (special comments) and % signs (parameters). The meanings of the special comments are following (their order is freeform).
• //= gives the template of the unit (here: function) name.
Each file generates a lot of functions, and functions have to possess unique names. We achieve this including parameters into the name template.
• //? describes the header of the function, where a special parameter %s is the name of the function (generated on the basis of the previous line).
• Each //: describes one of the template parameters. Consecutively, we give the name of the parameter (IND, for example) and then its possible values, in two variations each: the first used in the function name (here: col, row -it should be short and adjusted to the function name syntax) and the second used in the function body (here:
INDc and INDr, respectively; _ means 'space').
• In Figure 5 , we can also see //+ which restricts the function names to strings containing the given character sequences (here, we want to test different loop orders, so we use it to disable incorrect loops, that is ii and jj allowing only ij and ji).
A lot of functions were generated, compiled and tested on CPU and MIC for various sizes of the matrix and numbers of threads. The plots for the results were also automatically created.
As we can see, we can quite freely shape our source code and test cases with the use of described above directives. We can easily investigate the influence of
• the matrix storage order, • OpenMP scheduling, • vectorization, • loop order, and many others -not presented here; however, everything which can be parametrized within the text of the function can be investigated.
V. CONCLUSION
The aim of our work was to create a software which can support a program developer in his attempts to utilize the hardware, the compiler, and the libraries the best.
The advantage of the framework is generating a lot of versions of parallel (for example, but not only) code. These versions differ in an organized way. Moreover, they are automatically compiled and run, then some measures are taken and plots are drawn. The results in such form can be easily compared by the code developer.
Our framework can be easily used to test not only programs written with the use of OpenMP on CPU and MIC, but it can also be adapted to tests on GPU with the use of CUDA compilers, OpenCL and OpenACC -for example.
Very important -but missing for the present -feature is the next step in the automatic analysis, namely, automatic selection of the best (that is the fastest or the most accurate) sets of parameters. We are working on such a feature to be included in the future versions of the framework. 
